
The Ultimate Guide to Hanging Lights for Home
Decor, their Types and Uses for Compliment Your
Design
Lighting significantly improves the atmosphere and beauty of your house. Hanging lights are
among the most elegant and adaptable lighting choices for any kind of home. They are the ideal
choice whether you want to make an entrance in your hall, add a touch of elegance to your
dining area, or create a pleasant ambiance in your living room. These versatile lights provide an
appealing fusion of style and utility.

Lighting plays an integral part in setting the proper mood in a space. Like picking the ideal paint
color for your room, selecting the perfect light is also essential. For example, hanging lights for
dining area, bedroom, or living room will need less light than those in the kitchen or bathroom.

This comprehensive guide will explore the various types of hanging lights available. Let's
explore the world of hanging lights for home and see how they may change your life.

Types of Hanging Lights for Home Decor

Pendant Lights:

Pendant lights are versatile and can be used as a single statement piece or arranged in clusters
to create a stunning visual impact. They come in many designs ranging from sleek and modern
to antique and industrial, making them a perfect fit for nearly every type of area in your house.



Pendant lighting comes in various forms, including drum, tiny, and bell pendants. There are
differences between the pendant lights based on the shape of the glass shade.

Chandeliers:

The words "chandeliers" represent elegance and royalty. When used as a focal point in dining
rooms, foyers, and living spaces, chandeliers offer a dash of glitz and refinement to the decor.
One of the most popular lighting designs in palaces of all time, chandeliers can take you back to
the era of royalty. Such an arrangement will become an attention-seeker in your home. Buy
Wooden Furniture Online India from Lakkadshala that fits your style.

Hanging Lanterns:

These lights make outdoor areas or transitional rooms like foyers and corridors warm and
inviting. They may bring a delightful touch to your home decor and are available in various
traditional and contemporary designs. Lanterns can be of different types. Choose the
classic-looking, glass-covered lanterns with interior lighting if you're going for a rustic feel in your
living area. When searching for hanging lights for home, you will find a variety of designs and
styles for hanging lanterns.

Crystal Hanging Lights:

We are speaking of crystal hanging lights for home, not crystal chandeliers. There are several
designs for them. Choose crystal hanging lights instead of plain pendant lights to transform your
living space's appearance quickly. Because crystals are fragile, you must handle them carefully,
especially while cleaning them.

https://www.lakkadshala.com/


Styling and Uses of Hanging Lights for a home that
complements your design

Industrial-style pendant lighting

Pendant lighting is also a well-liked option for designing a rustic or Scandi-inspired kitchen. It is
ideal for achieving a contemporary warehouse loft design and industrial look. Combine your
industrial lighting with a worn wooden table and neutral paint colors on the walls for a
tried-and-true industrial kitchen style.

Modern pendant lighting design

Modern pendant lighting is all about glass, simple forms, and staying classy with upscale
fixtures and a significant volume effect are the main features of contemporary pendant lighting.
These are the best choices for hanging lights for restaurant. Warm filament light bulbs
provide ambient, pleasant light to prevent the design from appearing overly sharp and create a
soothing vibe. A floor lamp can increase the look of your home. If you want to buy floor lamp
online, visit our website for the best prices.

Natural materials style of pendant lighting.

You've undoubtedly seen this lighting trend if you've lately traveled to the Balearic Islands or any
other hip beach location. An overturned, tattered, wicker basket was converted into an attractive
pendant light. With its timeless appeal, this pendant has gained cult status among decorators
and interior designers worldwide. These lights are perfect for outdoor lighting. It combines
aspects of both Scandi design and Japanese interior designs because of its Scandi roots and
use of natural materials. Buy pendant lights online at the best price from Lakkadshala, offering a
wide range of hanging lights for home and wooden furniture.

https://www.lakkadshala.com/collections/floor-lamp
https://lakkadshala.com/collections/pendant-lamp


Traditional pendant lighting design

It's indisputable that the chandelier is the original pendant light. Although there are many more
subtle modern options available for hanging lights for home, a chandelier gives the ambiance
a traditional royal look. Chandeliers have been used for many years all over the world. These
eye-catching statement lights can be installed in your hall or anywhere. They give your home an
old and traditional vibe.

FAQ Regarding Hanging Lights for Home

Q:1 Can hanging lights serve as a primary lighting source for a bathroom?

Ans: Sure, of course! Since many bathrooms don't get enough natural light, it's essential to
design the ideal lighting scheme that is both aesthetically pleasing and practical. You won't need
the above tube lights if you have adequate lighting and bulbs with the correct wattage.



Q:2 What height is appropriate for hanging lights for home?

Ans: The ideal height for hanging lights for home depends on the type of light you are using.
Large pendant lights or chandeliers should generally be turned 7 feet above the ground. Smaller
pendant lights should preferably be placed 24–30 inches over the bedside or tables for
comfortable reading or chores.

Q:3 When putting hanging lights, what safety precautions should you take into
consideration?

● Make use of the proper wiring and fittings.
● Before installing, turn off the power.
● Fix the fixture using the appropriate hardware.
● Please keep it away from flammable items.
● Observe directions and think about hiring a pro.
● Replace any damaged or worn parts.


